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Executive Summary 

• This study represents nearly 900 B2B purchase decisions and competitive evaluations. While some 
studies represent hypothetical decisions buyers could make, our study samples purchase decisions 
buyers did make from actual competitive evaluations and win loss interviews.   
 

• In 25% of wins, buyers select the more expensive vendor, but selling at a higher price comes with 
risk. Almost 50% of losses are priced higher than competitor offerings.  
 

• Buyers typically evaluate higher priced vendors by balancing value and risk across the vendor’s 
product performance, company stability and support, and understanding of their needs. High 
confidence in all three areas facilitates wins, but disadvantages in even one can prompt a loss. 
 

• When buyers struggle to find product differentiators in higher price vendors, they turn to cost to 
break the tie and usually favor the lower-cost vendor. 
 

• Buyers are far more solution-centric when they select a higher priced vendor. They not only spot 
advantages in the winner’s product more frequently, but they also see it as the surest path to reach 
results. These results vouch for the higher price and allow buyers to see how the higher price 
translates to value. 
 

• Understanding buyer needs is a tipping point between winning and losing a higher priced deal: A 
poor understanding of buyer needs causes 1 in 10 higher priced losses, but facilitates 1 in 5 higher 
priced wins. 
 

• Excellent customer support is among the most important traits buyers desire in a vendor. Yet, it also 
is one of the most common reasons higher priced vendors lose. Poor customer support—either 
directly from experience or indirectly through reputation—erodes confidence and impacts higher 
priced vendors negatively. 
 

• In higher priced wins, buyers look for evidence of excellent customer support and stability in the 
“Three R’s”: references, reputation and relationship. Collectively, references, reputation and 
relationship facilitate nearly 40% of higher priced wins.   
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About This Report 

This study represents nearly 900 B2B purchase decisions and competitive evaluations. Primary 
Intelligence’s consultants conducted win loss interviews and spoke directly with buyers to uncover why 
some vendors won and why others lost when priced higher than competitors.  Individuals that led or 
participated in the purchase process explained which vendor they selected and why.   
 
While some studies represent hypothetical decisions buyers could make, our study samples purchase 
decisions buyers did make from actual competitive evaluations and win loss interviews.  Although the 
difference may seem subtle, the inferences are impactful: 
 

Hypothetical Buyer Behavior 
“25% of buyers say they would probably buy 

your solution if it was priced higher than 
competitors” 

Actual Buyer Behavior 
“25% of buyers did purchase your solution when 

priced higher than competitors” 

 
In taking the latter approach, we removed the delta between what buyers say they would do versus what 
they actually do. Rather than asking buyers to speculate on probable decisions (and possibly change their 
tune along the way), we sampled their past yet recent decisions to describe typical buying patterns. 
Because these results describe real buyer behavior and not hypothetical choices, you can lean on them to 
guide your pricing strategy, product positioning and sales tactics with confidence. 
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Introduction 

Some rock climbers are daring enough to scale thousand-foot faces without a single rope or harness. 
These free soloists know the risk of making even one, minute mistake on their journey, and while 
spectators fixate on risk, these climbers fixate on precision. One way they do this is through the “three-
point rule” or the idea that they always have three points of contact with the wall. This gives a climber a 
secure stance when moving to a new position, minimizing risk as they go.  
 
While free soloists seem to be in a league of their own, they’re not that different from some buyers—
especially buyers that purchase a higher priced product. By using their own three-point rule, these buyers 
move through purchase decisions similarly to free-soloists. They buy from a position of confidence that 
rests in three main requirements—a superior solution, a reliable company, and a supportive sales process.  
 
As a vendor, however, selling at a higher price doesn’t come without challenges. Your chances of losing a 
competitive bid increase two-fold when you’re priced higher than your competitors. Higher prices usually 
imply more effort for buyers as they need to justify the cost, sell the purchase internally, or both.  It’s 
fitting that almost half of buyers prefer to bypass this effort and select a lower cost solution.  
 
But some buyers do purchase at a higher price. In 25% of wins, buyers select a solution that is more 
expensive than competitor offerings. While it may seem like a greater risk to buy a pricier option, these 
buyers show high confidence in their vendor and the results they’ll achieve.  
 
Our study below reveals how buyers achieve high confidence in a high price purchase and how you can 
sell and win at a higher price, too. 
 

 

Buyers compared the overall price position between the winning vendor and the next strongest competitor. 
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The Cost-Confidence Quadrant 
How a buyer’s value-risk statement relates to winning or losing 
 

 

 

 

Your Buyers and the Value-Risk Equation 
One thing buyers make clear is that there is no one-size-fits-all purchase or sale.  Despite differences in 
organizational culture, budget and needs, buyers do approach purchases similarly by framing evaluations 
in terms of their priorities (what is most important) and perceptions (like a vendor’s strengths and 
weaknesses). Buyers use these perceptions and priorities to gauge the vendor’s ability to deliver at a level 
of risk they’re willing to accept, and these beliefs form the basis of their value-risk assessment. 

How a buyer balances value and risk is the leading indicator in the eventual deal outcome and which 
vendor—whether higher or lower priced—the buyer selects.  

When buyers believe risk is low and performance is high, vendors have a greater chance of winning at a 
higher price. But if even one area lapses, higher priced vendors quickly lose the upper hand. Our lessons 
learned come from both types of higher priced vendors: Those who successfully minimize risk and 
maximize performance differentiators, and those who allow risk perceptions to grow and/or fail to 
differentiate. Taken together, their lessons explain how to lead your buyer along a safe route and help 
them select your solution from a position of confidence.

Losses Priced Higher 
49% of losses 

Wins Priced Higher 
25% of wins 

“I doubt the company can deliver value 
beyond competitors, and it’s going to cost 

us more for it” 

“I believe the company can get us to great 
value with the least risk” 

 

“I don’t believe the company can get us to 
value, even if the solution does cost less” 

“I believe the company can get us to 
value—and it was a great bargain!” 

15% of losses 
Losses Priced Lower 

31% of wins 
Wins Priced Lower 

Higher Cost 

Lower Cost 

Low Vendor 
Confidence 

High Vendor 
Confidence 



How to Win at a Higher Price 

After all the due diligence and sales interactions, why are some buyers willing to make the leap and pay 
more for a solution?  Mainly because it isn’t a leap. The stability and results they anticipate outweigh not 
only the cost but also the risk they may observe with competing options. They’re willing to pay more 
because they anticipate more out of their value-risk equation—or at least they perceive it that way. 
 
While a host of differences exist between our higher priced wins and losses, the first and most impactful 
is what is most important to buyers.  
 
The solution is three times more important to buyers than price in wins priced higher but is nearly equal 
in importance with price in losses priced higher. And, while higher priced winning vendors tend to have 
a significant solution advantage, higher priced losing vendors have neither a significant advantage nor 
disadvantage in their solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With solution differentiators absent, buyers turn their attention away from the product and towards 
something they can compare: price. When buyers are drawn into a purely head-to-head price comparison, 
the deal outcome more frequently favors the lower cost vendor. Why pay more for something that isn’t 
clearly more valuable than other options?  

“The losing vendor’s solution was significantly higher-priced than the winning vendor. We still felt like we 
were getting the same level of quality with the winner.” ($255K Health care solution) 

Consider wins priced higher: Buyers give high marks to these vendors for offering a strong solution and 
for having the ability to deliver. These buyers have tangible value stories to consider because the product 
is strong (there is significant value) and the company can deliver it (there is low risk). They don’t need to 
look further to justify the purchase. 

But in losses priced higher, there often isn’t a compelling value story for the price-point, so buyers are left 
asking, “Is the product really that much better?” In these cases, buyers usually observe one of two trends: 
They sometimes recognize the solution’s strengths (“It is that much better”) but view it as too much 

How much more important is solution than price? 

Wins Priced Higher 
Solution is 3x more important than price 

Losses Priced Higher 
Solution is 1.2x or equally important as price 
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product for their needs (“The extras don’t add value for us”). Or—and this is more common—buyers doubt 
they’re getting enough solution value for the higher price, resulting in an unbalanced value-risk equation.  

The root of winning at a higher price is turning a buyer’s doubt (“Is the product really going to provide that 
much more value?”) into confidence (“We’re getting so much more value in this purchase”). But how can 
you do it? First, avoid the main barriers that keep vendors from winning at a higher price.



Top Three Barriers to Winning at a Higher Price 
Why higher priced vendors lose 

 

Barrier #1: Not differentiating your solution  
Higher priced losses are the only outcome type to show an absence of solution differentiators on average. 
While not all opportunities show a non-differentiated solution (solution weakness do prompt some 
losses), higher priced losses frequently show neither a strong solution advantage nor disadvantage when 
compared to the winning vendor in the deal. 

Couple this with importance: Unlike our other outcome types, higher priced losses indicate the solution 
is only slightly more important than price. While all other outcome types show solution as significantly 
more influential than price. 

With a non-differentiating product and with a product that competes with price in importance, losses 
priced higher allow a price-product duo to work against you, not for you. Instead of focusing on solution 
value, buyers focus on the price. 

“The two vendors were very close in our eyes. We thought, 'If they're so close, let's look to cost.'” ($80K 
Software solution) 

This is problematic for winning because buyers want to focus on the solution first. When we comb through 
buyer feedback specifically on the topic of a losing vendor’s price position, pricing model or price-point, 
we find a solution-centric buyer. Even when describing the price, buyers talk about the product.  

Without clear product differences to consider, buyers have a hole in their process and tend to fill it with 
price. A downward slope ensues for higher-priced vendors. The value story is no longer intact, and the 
price no longer appears appropriate for the value a buyer expects to achieve. It’s often compounded by 
frequently weak company perceptions (such as concerns about the company’s willingness or ability to 
support) or an average or below average sales experience.  

“They had a fairly good product, but their price scared me off a little bit. However, I was not as price 
driven. I was more looking at what the offering was. If their offering had been significantly better than 

everybody else's, I might have been willing to pay a little bit more.” ($702K Business services) 

 

Outlook: Vendors priced higher lose mainly because their solution doesn’t differentiate favorably enough given the price tag. 
Buyers tend to show concerns about the vendor’s ability to support them and understand their needs. As a result, they can’t 

justify the higher cost. 

Opportunity: As a higher priced vendor, avoid the loss by explaining how your solution is different and why that difference 
matters. Be sure to tie these solution strengths directly to your buyer’s stated needs. Follow this up by sharing how your 

company will offer ongoing support after the sale. 
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How can you stop the downward trend and keep your solution from washing out? As the higher priced 
vendor, look out for these common but detracting buyer perceptions and be ready to mitigate them: 

• Your product isn’t different enough from competitors’ products but your price is notably higher. 
Buyers often have a harder time seeing what is stronger about the losing vendor’s product and 
why that difference commands a higher price in these scenarios. 
  

• Your pricing model can’t accommodate your buyer. Buyers often balk at purchasing when they are 
locked into certain tiers or feature-price combinations that don’t necessarily resonate with their 
objectives. For some buyers, pricing models can drive up the cost without providing 
commensurate solution value.  
 

• Your solution requires a higher spend to be comprehensive. Buyers see diminished value when 
their must-have features result in add-on costs. The need to purchase an incomplete solution or 
over-pay for essential features drives some buyers away. 
 

• Your product has too many extras that don’t increase value for the buyer. Driving up cost with 
nice-to-haves and not must-haves increases the expense and creates an inefficiency for buyers, 
who sometimes question, “Why pay for something we won’t use?” 
 
 

Barrier #2: Neglecting to show or provide adequate customer 
support 
Basic support activities—or even your reputation for support—have the potential to compromise a 
buyer’s likelihood of purchasing or renewing. For buyers, poor service and support can not only be a daily 
source of frustration or disruption, but it can also influence how they view the vendor’s commitment to 
their success. Ongoing and unresolved issues often prevent the buyer from accomplishing what they set 
out to do with the solution.  

In higher priced losses, buyers not only rank support high in importance among desired company 
characteristics, but they also rank it among the three most important criteria among all potential 
influencers from sales, product, price and company. 

Think of support as a “given” for buyers. While support is also important in wins priced higher, it isn’t as 
influential as other factors when selecting a vendor. In higher priced wins, buyers view the vendor’s 
support as strong but tend to choose a vendor based on other strengths. But, when support is weak, it is 
a source of risk for buyers and becomes a sticking point. Poor customer support is one of the most 
frequent reasons for losing in higher priced losses.  
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Here’s a common scenario: During an evaluation, a buyer typically looks at company traits (such as 
support), sales activities, product and price. When poor support is prominent, it erodes confidence in the 
vendor and undermines product quality. That takes away two of our four main evaluation criteria, leaving 
buyers with two points to consider in a vendor: price and sales.   

And, when a vendor is priced higher than competitors, that is lost as an advantage as well.  This puts even 
the best sales representatives in a tough spot. They now need to overcome company concerns, product 
limitations, and a higher price.  

While this scenario most frequently plays out for incumbent vendors, buyers form support perceptions 
during the sales process as well. Formal references, word-of-mouth input from a buyer’s network, and 
even past experience with the vendor at different organization come into play. Undoubtedly, the 
strongest support perceptions linger from incumbency or past experience with the vendor. In these cases, 
poor support is a barrier before the sale even starts.  

“The biggest mistake they made, why they lost, and the criticism that was difficult for them to overcome 
was this: they did not focus attention on the accounts until it was too late.”  

($580m Business services solution) 
 

Besides fixing obvious support issues, such as communication lapses or failing to resolve a buyer’s 
concern, here’s a rule of thumb: Assume your customer support is your sales process. Allow your support 
team to facilitate a future sale by facilitating their success. As a result, your sales team will be positioned 
simply to exemplify—not overcome—the support buyers can expect. 

Customer support is a top deal-breaker in higher priced losses 
In higher priced losses, support is one of the most important aspects buyers consider in potential 

vendors, yet it also is one of the most common reasons higher priced vendors lose. 

2nd most important 
 decision criterion 

4th most frequent  
reason for losing  
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Barrier #3: Failing to understand your buyer and put them first 
Across all product, price, sales and company decision influencers, understanding business needs sits in 
the five most important influencers for higher priced losses. Yet, failure to understand business needs ties 
with customer support as one of the most frequent causes of lost business when priced higher. What’s 
more, understanding needs is an even more frequent reason for winning when priced higher—something 
that shows how much your sales team can influence a win or loss. 

 

While the following barriers to understanding needs are present in most losses, their impact is likely 
amplified in losses priced higher as buyers are more sensitive to signals that describe their vendor’s 
investment in their success. Here are the most frequent traps buyers say to avoid: 

• Going out before you’re out: Passing up opportunities to engage with your buyer before the sale can 
leave you behind competitors, and it can be especially damaging if you decline to participate in buyer-
initiated pre-sales events.  Even if buyers don’t offer pre-sales activities, failing to create your own by 
asking questions or reaching out also leaves a poor impression. For buyers, these lapses not only show 
a lack of interest, but they also impact proposal and presentation quality.  
 

• Making it all about you: One main separator between winning and losing vendors and understanding 
is the subject when interacting with buyers. Winning vendors keep the focus on their customer and 
front-load their touchpoints with listening, asking questions and addressing those questions. Losing 
vendors allot plenty of time to promote their product but run out of time to listen.  
 

"They could have listened to us during the sales pitch. I had two specific questions about their product. 
They scheduled an hour-long call. We went through an hour of them pitching their top selling points, 

and they didn't answer either of my questions without me asking again." (Software solution) 
 
Buyers quickly notice the focal point of seller interactions and failing to prioritize their agenda over 
yours can resonate poorly. Some buyers advise taking cues from them during conversations and 
adapting content on-the-go instead of sticking strictly to the product’s selling points. 
 

• Leaving history behind: As an incumbent, failing to bring and use your knowledge of the buyer to craft 
a solution or inform discussions doubles the impression that you’re not engaged. On the other hand, 
while there is an element of assumed knowledge an incumbent will supply, they also advise going 

Understanding your buyer is a tipping point 
between winning and losing a higher priced deal 

 
Understanding needs is one of the most important decision points in higher priced wins 

and losses 
 

Understanding needs can help you close more deals:  
It causes 1 in 10 higher priced losses, but facilitates 1 in 5 higher priced wins 
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through some due diligence just like a new business sale. Incumbents with the strongest position 
couple their historical knowledge with new and emerging insights about their buyer. 

A significant sales disadvantage can also influence the rest of the playing field in your competitive bid. 
When we isolate higher priced losses that have a weak sales experience, the losing vendor’s product and 
company performance drop in correlation: Buyers report greater weaknesses in product and company 
traits between the losing and winning vendors when sales performance is also weak.  

While it isn’t clear which of the three is the first mover and causes the others to drop, your sales team 
acts like an ambassador for your product and company. As the leading indicator of a buyer’s sales 
experience, understanding buyer needs commands your competitive playing field in no insignificant way.   

 

  What separates higher priced losses and higher priced wins? 
 

Losses Priced Higher        Wins Priced Higher 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Solution not differentiated 
Buyer needs not understood 

Support in question 

Solution strong, results clear 
Buyer needs understood 
Minimal risk with vendor 
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Three Ways to Build Buyer Confidence and Win 
Why higher priced vendors win 

 

Winning Tactic #1: Sell the results, not the product 
Regardless of outcome type—win or loss, higher or lower priced—most buyers look first at the product 
to evaluate, “Is this vendor going to get me to value?” But compared to all other outcome types, buyers 
purchasing the higher-cost option place even more weight on the product itself, and they also have 
greater confidence in the winning vendor’s product than alternatives.  

Higher priced buyers are the most solution-centric and allow the solution to overshadow all other decision 
factors multiple times over. In higher priced wins, the solution is almost twice as important as the next 
decision influencers (company characteristics and sales activities) and is three times more important 
than price. Unlike higher priced losses, the solution doesn’t compete with other areas, such as price, for 
influence in the evaluation. 

Higher priced winners also keep their product from washing out among competitors by offering the 
strongest option available or by offering a feature or service not available in competing options. 75% of 
higher priced winners have solution advantages that directly influence their selection, and they also 
receive significantly higher product ratings even when compared to the next strongest option on the 
market. 

"It was about the cost of the product in relation to the elements we’d receive versus what other 
vendors were offering. It was better value. Although they were a little more expensive, they were 

offering us a lot more.” ($770K Software solution) 

But product strengths alone aren’t enough to explain how higher priced vendors win. Even some losing 
vendors offer exceptional solutions but still don’t make the cut. While the product’s relative importance 
and positioning tell us a lot about what buyers seek in a vendor, there’s more separating higher priced 
wins from losses. The difference is results.  

When buyers describe impactful product differentiators and why the product is so influential in selecting 
the higher priced option, they consistently return to one theme: what they’ll get out of the product. A 

 

Outlook: Vendors win at a higher price when they diffuse risk and build up buyer confidence. They do this by offering a top-of-
line solution and by combining it with their company’s stability, proven through references, their reputation or an existing 

relationship. Their ability to understand their buyer further foments the strong solution-vendor duo. 

Opportunity: Increase your chances of winning by layering strengths in the right areas. Start by understanding your buyer and 
the results they desire, and then frame your product’s strengths around those objectives. Back up promised results with 

outstanding references and real examples of how your company will offer ongoing support after the sale. 
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buyer’s ability to spot attainable results—even minor results—pushes winners into an advantageous 
position and tends to keep them there. 

The solution’s performance or overall portfolio most often depicts the results-to-come and is also the top 
decision point for buyers in higher priced wins. Speaking of solution performance, buyers reveal an 
interest in specific capabilities that can accomplish or do something concrete. In many cases, these 
capabilities don’t promise fulfillment of large, sweeping objectives (although sometimes they do); instead, 
they’re often day-to-day tasks that fill a gap or alleviate inefficiency. In other words, buyers look for 
attainable “wins” that build up over time. 

This is where higher priced winners create a gap between their solution and competitors. Instead of 
simply offering a sound product, they position their product as the surest path to a result. These results 
vouch for the higher price and allow buyers to see how the higher price translates to value for them. 
There are three ways winners connect their product to results: 

• The product maturity and strength guarantees results. The winner’s product shows greater 
stability and breadth than alternatives. It is also more likely (in the buyer’s eyes) to grow with 
them as their needs also grow.  

• The product offers results not achievable in competing solutions by including a unique feature or 
customization not available elsewhere.  Buyers value when a product’s breadth translates to a 
broader coverage of their needs—especially when the additional coverage is unavailable or weak 
in a competitor solution.  Standout features come with a caveat, however. The ability to do more 
with a product is valuable but only when the addition matters to the buyer’s enterprise. This is 
distinct from higher priced losses where extraneous features sometimes work against vendors by 
increasing cost without increasing value.  

• The product promises immediate results by alleviating a pain point or replacing an inefficiency. 
Buyers can easily spot an ROI when they see how the product will remove or reduce an existing 
burden. For some buyers, this means recognizing how the product will eliminate an internal 
expense directly, such as by replacing a process altogether. Others see an opportunity for process 
efficiency by using the product to expedite, complement or replace a segment of tasks.   
 

  

 

 

  

How solution helps higher priced vendors win 

The solution is the most important decision point in higher priced wins 
and is 2 to 3 times more important than any other area, including price 

75% of higher priced winners have a significant solution advantage 
prompting their win 

The winner’s solution performance and capabilities tell the story 
of results to come 
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There’s one final piece of the product puzzle that makes the winner’s solution advantage prominent: 
Higher priced winners unlock the influence of supporting criteria. Specifically, higher priced winners 
make the most of their solution advantage by coupling it with a company or sales strength. Looking 
solely at high-priced winners with a solution advantage over competitors, nearly half also have an 
impactful company-related advantage, while the other half has an impactful sales advantage.  

When evaluating a vendor, buyers not only focus on the results (“Where is product going to take us?”) but 
also on the risk (“How likely are we to achieve results?”).  And in higher priced wins, they turn to the 
company’s characteristics and their sales experience to reaffirm their chances of reaching objectives. 

Winning Tactic #2: Understand your buyer and put them first 
Sales activities directly facilitate over half of higher priced wins with understanding buyer needs, 
relationship with sales, and responsiveness acting as the most frequent influencers. Among these, 
understanding buyer needs is the most frequent sales strength and prompts nearly one in five wins. 
After product-related reasons for winning, understanding needs is the most frequent reason buyers select 
a higher priced vendor. 

A sales team’s ability to interpret buyer needs and relate their product to those needs often means the 
difference between winning and losing a higher priced deal. But the process isn’t linear or a simple matter 
of matching needs to capabilities. What speaks to buyers are the ongoing efforts sales teams and 
representatives make to understand them throughout the engagement. 

When vendors invest the time to learn about their buyer and walk alongside them (sometimes literally 
with site visits), buyers develop confidence not just in the vendor. They also develop confidence in the 
vendor’s ability to deliver the solution as promised. This confidence balances the value-risk equation 
favorably for higher priced vendors. 

“The winner did a very good job of listening to what our concerns were and addressing those.  It seems 
simple, but the sales representative paid attention and listened to what our priorities were." ($3.5m 

Software solution) 

The ongoing efforts winners make to understand their buyer have another dimension, and that’s how the 
winner goes about it. In higher priced wins, buyers typically offer two explanations for how a winner 
understands them: Winners focus on buyer needs first, and winners find specific ways to ameliorate pain 
points.  

But in higher priced losses when vendors don’t understand their needs, buyers don’t limit their 
observations to two shortcomings. They share a dozen. It’s almost as if losing vendors move too fast and 
without direction and intention in their interactions. On the other hand, winners are targeted in their 
efforts to understand their buyer; they show signs of operating with intention, presence and mindfulness 
when collecting their buyer’s interests. And when they do, buyers notice. Here’s what they observe: 

1. Winners create a partnership by focusing on the buyer first. Understanding buyer needs can seem 
subjective, and it often is. Instead of focusing on a concrete endpoint, buyers talk about understanding 
them in terms of the ongoing activities vendors use to get to know them. For buyers, engaging with 
them on their interests over time builds up confidence in the purchase. Winning vendors spend time 
with buyers, maintain consistent communication, and listen to their requests and concerns. In other 
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words, winning vendors are present with their buyer as a resource—not as a seller. This helps position 
the vendor as a trusted partner.  

"The thing that was most impressive to me was the relationship the sales representative built with us. It's 
something that's very reassuring when you're trying to make a big decision like this.” ($33K Software 

solution) 

2. Winners are specific and show how pain points will be addressed. Winners seem to slow down the 
evaluation by first observing their buyer’s needs and then relating their product’s advantages to those 
pain points or issues. The way they communicate those advantages also matter. Winning sales 
representatives often use “concrete” examples, “succinct” answers, and respond “directly” to 
questions. Losing vendors sometimes circle around the point and are reluctant to answer directly, 
allowing questions to linger open-ended. Unanswered questions build up doubt for buyers. 

Winning Tactic #3: Reduce risk for buyers with the “Three R’s”  
Perhaps the biggest unknown buyers face in their decision—and one of the main points of risk in your 
higher-priced sale—is what to expect after the purchase. Buyers can see glimpses of your product and its 
deliverables in advance; they can build an idea about your organization and ethos by interacting with your 
sales representatives. But they typically don’t experience your full customer service and support first-
hand until they commit, purchase and implement.  

Thinking of what the future customer-vendor relationship would entail, buyers rank customer service and 
support as the most important aspect they desire in a higher priced winner. While customer support is 
a top reason higher priced vendors lose, it is not a common reason why higher priced vendors win. 
Influencing just 6% of higher priced wins, buyers rarely describe support as a primary selection reason. 

Why is the most important criterion washing out when it comes to selecting the pricier vendor? One likely 
reason is that buyers start an evaluation looking for excellent support because this signals low risk. Good 
support means good chances of reaching objectives. But unlike incumbents, new buyers can’t directly 
measure support and the risk they might experience with a vendor. 

For this, buyers turn to the “Three R’s”: References, reputation and relationship with the company. These 
three activities describe the vetting process buyers favor to root out potential risk and affirm the vendor’s 
ability to deliver. Collectively, the “Three R’s” prompt nearly 40% of higher priced wins.  

“There are two reasons we selected them. One, I know it's a reputable and stable company. Two, it's 
feature-rich." (Software solution) 

The best way to prove your company will support a buyer throughout their experience with you is to 
provide relevant and specific tools that help them vet your commitment to them. Here’s how buyers say 
to do this: 

• References – Provide a trusted, reputable source to vouch for your capabilities and product 
deliverables. The recommender matters, according to buyers, who look for input from like-
businesses, sister companies, or trusted peers that share similarities with them. References need 
to confirm the product’s capability, that the product can operate in the buyer’s environment or 
industry, and/or that the company offers sufficient support to overcome challenges. 
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• Reputation – Buyers assess vendor stability using their general market perception from online 

reviews, industry insights, and/or brand recognition. For some buyers, knowledge of the vendor’s 
existing client base provides additional confirmation that the vendor is reliable. Additionally, 
buyers spot advantages in their purchase when the vendor is known as an expert or leader in its 
industry; in some cases, this positioning appeals to the buyer’s executives who prefer a low-risk 
investment. 

 
• Relationship – Incumbents and new buyers alike use their relationship with the company to assess 

how well a vendor can deliver. They evaluate their relationship built up during the sales process, 
their relationship with the vendor from using a separate product, and sometimes their 
relationship developed at a prior organization. When relationship becomes an advantage for 
higher priced vendors, buyers cite the ease of integration, transfer of knowledge, and assurance 
of organizational commitment to customers. 

 

Reduce risk for buyers with references, reputation and relationship 

Support 
1st place in 

importance 

Support is the most important decision-point because 
excellent support promises the company will deliver 

through challenges. 
But, support is rarely a top reason for winning. 

Three R’s prompt 
~40% of higher 

priced wins 

References, reputation or the relationship are far more 
influential in higher priced wins. Why? 

The Three R’s give evidence of support, results to follow. 

 

In higher priced losses, buyers often don’t look further than support because the exposed risk is often too 
apparent. Support weaknesses emerge before references or reputation can become influential.  But in 
higher priced wins, the Three R’s help buyers put tangible evidence behind their questions, “Will the 
vendor be available and willing to help when we face challenges? Have others experienced exceptional 
support? Are they going to partner with us to get us to value?”  

The responses for higher priced winners give an overwhelming affirmation that the buyer isn’t just 
purchasing a solution. They’re gaining a partnership. This belief in the vendor’s ability closes the loop on 
the vendor’s existing advantages and balances the buyer’s value-risk assessment.  With this, buyers move 
from a position of uncertainty to confidence, confirming the higher priced vendor is the best choice to 
deliver on objectives with the least risk to them.  
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Appendix 

Primary Intelligence utilized win loss interviews as the basis for this report and its analysis. The win loss 
interview content and the calculations and metrics employed to analyze the findings are proprietary. 

Please contact insights@primary-intel.com if you have any questions about the methodology or if you 
would like more information. 

1. Reasons for Higher Priced Purchases 
 

 
 

Individual Reasons for Winning at a Higher Price  

1st Solution performance 

2nd Ease of use 

3rd Integration: technology 

3rd  Flexibility and customization 

4th Understanding business needs 

5th Relationship with company 
 
  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Price

Sales

Company

Solution

Categorized Reasons for Winning at a Higher Price
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Categorized and Individual Reasons for Winning at a Higher Price 

Solution (74%) 

Solution performance (1st)  
Ease of use (2nd) 
Integration: technology (3rd)  
Flexibility and customization (3rd) 

Company (56%) 

Relationship with company (1st) 
Reputation (2nd)  
References (3rd) 

Sales (54%) 

Understanding business needs (1st) 
Relationship with sales (2nd)  
Responsiveness (3rd) 

Price (16%) 

Value perception (1st) 
Price position (2nd) 
Ongoing costs (3rd) 

2. Reasons for Higher Priced Losses 
 

 

 
Individual Reasons for Losing at a Higher Price 

1st Price position  

2nd Total cost/TCO  

3rd Value perception  

4th Company support  

5th Understanding business needs  

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Company

Sales

Solution

Price

Categorized Reasons for Losing at a Higher Price
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Categorized and Individual Reasons for Losing at a Higher Price 

Price (64%) 

Price position (1st) 
Total cost/TCO (2nd) 
Value perception (3rd) 

Solution (51%) 

Ease of use (1st) 
Flexibility and customization (1st) 
Integration: technology 2nd) 

Sales (35%) 

Understanding business needs (1st) 
Presentation and demonstration (2nd) 
Facilitating ease of purchase (3rd) 
Responsiveness (3rd)  

Company (26%) 

Support (1st) 
Reputation (2nd) 
References (2nd) 
Relationship with company (2nd) 

 

3. Buyer Priorities in Higher Priced Wins 
 

Buyer’s Stated Priority Category 
Multiplier to compare 

solution vs. subsequent 
categories 

1st Solution -- 

2nd Company 1.6 

3rd Sales 1.6 

4th Price 3.0 
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Buyer’s Stated Priority Individual Influencer Category 

1st Support Company 

2nd Understanding business needs Sales 

3rd Ongoing costs Price 

4th Ease of use Solution 

5th Integration: technology Solution 

6th Solution performance Solution 

7th Company capability Company 

8th Responsiveness Sales 

9th Reporting and analytics Solution 

10th  One-time costs Price 

4. Buyer Priorities in Higher Priced Losses 
 

Buyer’s Stated Priority Category 
Multiplier to compare 

solution vs. subsequent 
categories 

1st Solution -- 

2nd Price 1.2 

3rd Company 1.6 

4th Sales 1.7 
 

Buyer’s Stated Priority Individual Influencer Category 

1st Ongoing costs Price 

2nd Company support Company 

3rd Understanding business needs Sales 

4th Total cost/TCO Price 

5th Ease of use Solution 

6th Integration: technology Solution 

7th Company capability Company 

8th One-time costs Price 

9th Presentation and demonstration Sales 

10th Specific feature: Software solution Solution 
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5. Performance Averages between Higher Priced Wins and 
Losses 
Buyers rated the performance of each short-listed vendor across influencers and categories. 
Performance gaps are the difference between winning and losing vendor’s average performance. A 
+/-1.0 performance gap is considered significant.  

Driver 
Winning Vendor’s 

Performance Gap in 
Higher Priced Wins 

Losing Vendor’s 
Performance Gap in 
Higher Priced Losses 

Solution +1.13 -0.60 

Company +0.98 -0.70 

Sales +0.80 -0.66 
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